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Thanks to your efforts – your letters, emails and phone calls - Archbishop
Rozanski is halting the campaign by the Archdiocese of St. Louis to elect
pro-abortion candidate Joe Biden.
St. Louis Review article: https://www.archstl.org/webinar-series-onimmigration-halted-amid-controversy-5725
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CREDO’S WORK IS NOT FINISHED
Please remind Archbishop Rozanski that he still needs to proclaim that abortion is
the “preeminent issue” of the 2020 election
Email the Archbishop at mrozanski@archstl.org or leave a telephone message for
the Archbishop (314) 792-7005

CREDO of the Catholic Laity
CREDOstLouis@gmail.com
314.322.0337

Inform the Archbishop that the U. S. Conference of Catholic Bishops has declared
that the “threat of abortion” remains the “preeminent priority” for Catholic bishops.
When a candidate supports the right to abortion, a Catholic should have no doubt
(continues on next page)

that such a right is opposed to the teachings of the Church, and that a Catholic should not vote for such a candidate.
When nearly one million unborn human beings are extinguished by abortion in the United States every year,
Catholics must prioritize our votes and raise our voices to oppose such grave evil.

Killing a human baby is an intrinsic evil and it cannot be compromised.

IT IS URGENT THAT YOU CONTACT ARCHBISHOP
ROZANSKI AND ASK THAT HE CLARIFY FOR CATHOLIC VOTERS
THAT THERE IS ONLY ONE ISSUE IN THE 2020 ELECTION –
THE INALIENABLE RIGHT TO LIFE
PLEASE, Support Our Important Work If You Are Able, as a Membership or Donor

Dubious (NON-Catholic) and Solid Catholic
Programs Seen in Our Parishes and Nationally

Non-Catholic programs have been sold, sometimes unwittingly on parishes over the years. They are easily promoted to those who are perhaps well meaning or with another agenda; these programs replace Catholic teaching with
lukewarm or “Christian” teaching or with “politically based social justice issues.”
These programs are usually SOLD at a large cost, even into thousands of dollars, to parishes.

NON-Catholic Programs which have infiltrated some of our
St. Louis Catholic parishes - a few examples:
ALPHA - A Protestant program (there is NO “Catholic version” of ALPHA). Contact CREDO for more information.
Just Faith - A Protestant program. However it does have a quote from and photo of Pope Francis on its
website. This program seems to be newer to the St. Louis area, it seems, just in time for the election. As
if to say, we as Catholics are unaware of that which our Lord commanded of us, one module is entitled:
Faith & Racial Equity: Exploring Power & Privilege.

SOLID Catholic Programs:
Dr. Scott Hahn’s, The Lamb’s Supper - Bible and the Mass virtual series! It is offered free of charge by Fr. Aidan McDermott through St. Anselm Parish. https://www.stanselmstl.org/s/learn-more-about-lambs-supper
The Marian Catechist Program - Online with local support. https://mariancatechist.com/

Pro-LIFE No Exceptions

Personhood
Missouri

ORDER YOUR SHIRT AND FACE MASKS TODAY!
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Letters to the Editor: You cannot be Catholic
and a Democrat. Period.
Quote from a holy and persecuted priest
This past weekend, a courageous priest, Fr. Altman, shared his words in a YouTube video (link below) stating, “You
cannot be Catholic and a Democrat. Period.” As a faithful Catholic priest, persecuted by his bishop, he reminds us
of the number of Catholics who voted for Planned Parenthood through their Obama vote. This number, which is
zero, is because true Catholics do not vote for a candidate who supports and promotes abortion which is part of
the Democrat party platform. As we see those in our churches, neighborhoods and schools, who call themselves
as Catholics yet vote for and promote pro-abortion candidates, we cannot remain silent, we must instruct the ignorant and assist them to truly know God in order that they may love Him.
Catholics in previous elections have been led astray, largely by listening to our U.S. bishops and by reading their
voting pamphlets which have been – truly – weaponized ambiguity. Sadly, many priests have also been a party to
this situation. This, in conjunction with many not actually knowing their faith, has been a disaster in the past. The
2020 election promises again to try to deceive Catholics who attempt to vote faithfully.
Sadly, there are a number of local St. Louis Catholic high schools with faculty and administrators who promote
Democrat candidates on their social media and in the classrooms. Research the religious order that operates your
student’s school and take a look at these teachers’ public pages. One such high school, Ursuline Academy, calls
itself a Catholic school. Yet, it has shared a compliment and a promotion on its social media for alum, Nicole Galloway, who is endorsed by Planned Parenthood. Ursuline credits Galloway with carrying out the Ursuline motto,
Serviam through her public service. But just whom is Galloway serving? When she supports the evil of abortion,
Galloway is serving Satan. Either Galloway was taught incorrectly about her faith, or she and the school are now
disregarding the command to protect “the least of these”. Should faithful Catholics continue to give big dollars
to these schools which indoctrinate our youth? The answer is no and we should be contacting the schools and
picketing outside to ensure that Catholics are aware of any blatant evils or error promoted by these schools. The
St. Louis Archdiocese should also stop listing these schools as Catholic on its websites and in the St. Louis Review.
Have you seen Obama, Hillary and Biden bumper stickers on cars in your Catholic Church parking lot? If so, did
you speak to your fellow parishioners about the reasons why Catholics can’t support a candidate who supports
abortion? We ask that our priests deny the Eucharist to those who support the intrinsic evil of abortion, and we, as
the body of the Catholic Church, must also do our part to address the evil and to educate those around us. Share
the truth with your community. Share the YouTube video by Fr. Altman on your parish social media accounts.
You’ll be sure to quickly find the “Catholics” as they reply with their own video from the network of social justice
priests and pant suit nuns in error and then most likely you’ll be banned from the page. Sadly, many don’t want
to hear your message and would like for faithful Catholics to feel uncomfortable and to cease and desist. Don’t be
uncomfortable about sharing God’s love and do not ever stop. Abortion is not love and self- proclaimed Catholics, who support abortion by voting for abortion candidates, are not Catholic at all. Those who support abortion
should dismiss themselves from the One, Holy, Catholic and Apostolic Church.
Many of our priests lack the courage and seemingly, the holiness of Fr. Altman and other such priests like Fr. Richard Heilman, also of Wisconsin, to speak the truth about the evil of the Democrat party of death – abortion and
euthanasia, getting rid of the weak, old, sick or disabled. We must pray for their courage and let them know we are
behind them when they do speak out about these real injustices of our times. Might we all be truly Catholic and in
2020 end the holocaust in our nation. St. Michael the Archangel defend us in battle.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3-7eoTN2vNM&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR29_oWwAY6JC9Nz-PRmguUTrEnjTXleNIPzJHezJpgo2aaMaWojEaJ-sig
In Christ, Jennifer Petry Coulter
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Be Your Family’s Forever Hero!
They can’t know what they don’t know!
By Helen Gelhot, M.D.
Remember the old saying: “If you keep doing what you have been doing, you’ll keep getting what you’ve gotten”? A
Pro – LIFE March is great but in 2021, MAKE IT COUNT! Come and finally find and connect with more of your
truly Pro – LIFE peeps than you ever could have imagined. About 1/3 of attendees are under 30 years old; in fact,
likely an elementary grade student will be checking you in at the largest and oldest Pro – LIFE convention in the
U.S. It is called, “Bring America Back to Life” Convention or BABL (pronounced like the sounds a baby makes!:)).
Getting the youth there this upcoming March 12-13, Friday and Saturday, will earn you permanent hero status and
gain massive ground towards truly ending abortion, not continuing to regulate it! This is a fabulously exciting and
fun Pro – LIFE educational convention https://clevelandrighttolife.org/index.php/bringing-america-back-to-life
has tracts that focus on Prayer, Action, Voting and Education (PAVE) and is given by the 45 year old Cleveland
Right to Life (CRTL). N.B.: CRTL is legally and philosophically, totally unrelated to National Right to Life (NRTL).
Having been there this past year, I can testify that all those in attendance thought it was the ultimate in a Pro – LIFE
experience for youth. It was, however, attended by all ages from newborns still nursing to folks into their 90’s, with
school age youth delightfully prominent. It featured appropriate activities available for all ages. Send our St. Louis
Catholic youth to this, the largest Pro – LIFE Convention in the USA. They will learn what it is to actually be and
to live Pro – LIFE! Youth “run” the conference with boots on the ground. Plenty of Pro – LIFE medical doctors,
the local Catholic bishop and other exciting Catholics including clergy and a multitude of other important Pro –
LIFE speakers attend.
Workshops were plentiful and relevant, including the overall concept of: boys are boys and girls are girls, courting,
marrying, being open to life and children etc. One workshop addressed technology influences on children, teens
and sexuality in our culture: “The Economics of Sex”. Another especially relevant workshop was given by parents,
facing transgenderism within their families. A particular speaker discussed the “gender transition medicine department” of local universities recounting common questions to parents, “Would you rather have your 15 year old
child a dead son or a living daughter?” Also the reverse situation was presented to parents. The assumption presented to parents is: if the child does not (attempt to) change his or her sex with hormones and surgery, the child
will commit suicide. Physicians, for fear of losing their jobs, will generally not speak as candidly as such parents
when “explaining” this relatively new, booming and rush to market, multi-billion dollar transgender industry.
The Abortion Pill Reversal workshop presented key information as most don’t know Abortion Pill Reversal is
possible. This is a critical fact for young people to be able to share with their friends - no matter where they live!
Long story short – the BABL Convention is “eyes wide opening”. Youth not attending this two day CRTL convention are being short changed as are many self- proclaimed adult Pro – LIFERS. Make it happen for yourself and
for your parish youth or your child’s school or youth group in 2021. It is undoubtedly worth “pulling them out of
school” perhaps with a friend or two!
You will, in many ways and for many reasons, always remain your child’s hero and inspiration by leading your child
in such a truly Pro – LIFE adventure!

CREDO Volunteers Needed!
Help carry out His Great Commission! All or no skill sets WELCOMED!
Call/text 314 322 0337 or email CREDOstLouis@gmail.com
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How Can Catholic Students Get College Right?
By Juliana Rose Pettis
As high school students prepare for the next step, many families and students are considering various colleges and
universities. Both examine tuition, sports, location, organizations, dorms, and fees. As Catholics deciding what
college to attend, it is vital that spirituality be the first consideration. As tuition increases, balancing these factors
can be difficult, but spirituality, or the lack thereof, must always be one’s priority. Conducting research is crucial.
The spiritual component not only fosters opportunity for personal growth in holiness, but it also permeates the
tone in which all courses are presented and taught.
Catholic universities provide an excellent atmosphere in which to develop, but they must also be examined for
consistency with the Magisterium. Most “Catholic” colleges simply use the word “Catholic” in their name. Those
listed in the Cardinal Newman Society’s Guide are generally in line with Church teaching. They can be found at:
https://newmansociety.org/college/
Public universities offer a more affordable option, but it is essential to investigate whether they are supportive of
Catholicism. Diversity and equity are often the slogans, but is this really being enacted toward Catholics? As a
student at a public university, I can honestly say this is often not the case.
It is imperative that families and students prepare themselves spiritually for college. Finances, sports, and other
factors are often considered, but the question of Faith is often minor. Some students even lose their Faith at Catholic colleges. Preparing for persecution, challenges to personal beliefs, and doubts about the Catholic Faith is vital
for personal, spiritual, and educational success.
These times are even more difficult for young Catholics on the university path. Some choose to avoid higher education altogether, whereas others embark on a strenuous journey of Faith away from home at universities all over
the country. Although challenging, young Catholic students seeking higher education must exercise their choice
with prayer and discernment. Parents need to guide their children in this endeavor, and students must be aware
that there will be more challenges than just their studies. Faith is on the line at all universities. Know the Faith, stay
close to Our Lord, and keep your eyes open while choosing a college.
Juliana Rose Pettis is a young Catholic writer who is expecting her English BA and History MN in December 2020 from
the University of St. Louis-Missouri. She is passionate about education, history, youth ministry, and the Catholic Faith.

U. S. Bishops Must Learn from St. John the Baptist
By Bob Baker
On Saturday, August 29, we celebrated the Martyrdom of St. John the Baptist. The Gospel reading for that day contained the warning that St. John
the Baptist imparted to King Herod, “It is against the law for you to have
your brother’s wife.” As a result of that reproach, St. John the Baptist was
eventually martyred.
Today, it would be rare for a Catholic bishop to impart such a warning to
a Catholic public figure for committing the sin of adultery. One need only
take notice of Cardinal Dolan’s silence on Catholic Governor Andrew Cuomo of New York, who lives in adultery. What is especially shocking is the
fact that the vast majority of Catholic bishops refuse to speak out against
(continues on page 11)
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NY Cdl. Dolan and NY Gov. Coumo

Saving St. Louis Statue Culminates
in Festival of St. Louis
By Anna Kalinowski

Apotheosis of St. Louis in Forest Park
Catholics of Saint Louis and others from far abroad, gathered this year in the Rome of the West to celebrate in
a spectacular way, the feast of their patron, King St. Louis IX. The festival of Saint Louis witnessed hundreds of
Catholics gathering to offer praise on the 750th anniversary of the Crusader King’s death and birth into Heaven,
with many of the ancient liturgical components he would have recognized, were utilized.
In June 2020, amid widespread riots and the destruction of historical monuments all over the country, a few voices
shouted for the removal of the iconic statue of St. Louis in Forest Park, which, until the construction of the St. Louis Arch, was universally considered the symbol of the city. A group of Catholics in St. Louis immediately responded by planning peaceful prayer in support of the statue, reciting the Rosary there for the first time on June 21st.
This nightly Rosary continued, rain or shine, and praying Catholics were openly harassed by disgruntled rioters.
It wasn’t long, however, before the rioters lost interest. The Catholics, on the other hand, had only just begun. The
Rosary continued night after night, storming Heaven for the preservation of the statue and for peace and unity
in the city. As it became clear that the campaign of prayer had succeeded, the St. Louis Forever Rosary Coalition
https://www.stlouisforever.com/ began to plan with other Catholic groups to bring the nightly Rosary to a close
with a magnificent Catholic festival in honor of the city’s patron.
The celebrations began officially, with solemn Vespers of St. Louis on the evening of Monday, August 24th, followed by Adoration and Benediction. After a night of prayer and celebration, many rose early on August 25th to
take part in sung Matins and Lauds at 5 a.m. The proper chants for Vespers, the hymn at Lauds, and the propers of
the Mass were taken from a manuscript of an Office composed just after St Louis’ canonization in 1297, for use at
the Sainte-Chapelle in Paris. It was, for many years, the most widely celebrated Office for St. Louis. The last time
this formulary was estimated to have been chanted before its transcription for the celebration this year was, perhaps, in the 14th or 15th century, although some parts have been in use in Paris.*
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The Festival of St. Louis was sponsored by: The Oratory of Sts. Gregory and Augustine,
Epiphany of Our Lord Parish, Knights of Columbus Council 17355, St. Louis Forever Rosary Coalition,
Juventutem St. Louis, Equites Sancti Ludovici, CREDO of the Catholic Laity, Personhood Missouri
Photo credits to: Watermarked photos, Kiera Petrick, other photos courtesy, Anna Kalinowski

Manuscript for the proper chants of the feast of St. Louis, King of
France: “Glory of all kings who reign.”

Blessed image of St. Louis receiving Holy
Communion while wearing the humble
robe of a friar. This was displayed for
Matins and Lauds, which took place at
Epiphany Catholic Church.

The Feast begins! Benediction just after First Vespers.
A Solemn High Mass was celebrated at midday, complete with
its glorious proper sequence, Parisian chant, and polyphony. The
fact that Mass took place in the middle of a week day did not stop
hundreds of people from making the effort to attend – taking off
work, requesting absences from school, and so forth. In fact, a
petition, which can be signed here, https://www.ipetitions.com/
petition/make-st-louiss-feast-day-a-holiday-in-st-louis# is being mounted to make this day a municipal holiday in the city.
(continues on next page)
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Our Lady shared her altar with King
Louis for his Feast day at the Oratory
of Saints Gregory and Augustine, the
location of most of the liturgies.

A few hours after Mass, Vespers was sung as even more Catholics gathered to worship our Lord in Adoration. After Benediction, the church became the staging point for a massive
two-mile procession from the church to the statue of St. Louis
in Forest Park. The procession was accompanied by banners,
a statue of Our Lady of Fatima, a relic of St. Louis, and a large
number of lay faithful, marching through sweltering heat as St.
Louis himself would have done on Crusade.

Solemn High Mass in honor of St. Louis
IX, King and Confessor.

Around 300 faithful adore Our Lord in the Blessed
Sacrament before setting out on a procession through
the streets of St. Louis.

The procession begins. The faithful are
overjoyed to follow Our Lady and ...

(continues on next page)

...a Relic of St. Louis, King of France.
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The procession sings, in honor of the
Crusader King, Le Roi Louis, a traditional French ballad, Christus Vincit!

The final stretch leading up to the
statue of St. Louis in Forest Park.
Yes, the golfers were astounded.

At this point, we couldn’t
resist singing Non Nobis!

(continues on next page)

Behind Your Back

St. Louis County Council passes prop C without warning to Catholics.
Prop C neutered God and gave the health department powers to
“manage and control our health”. There was no heads up from our Catholic
or Christian County Council members!
https://credostlouis.org/category/news
The Church also supported Medicaid Expansion which will increase the
number of babies murdered each year in Missouri.
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Rose petals fly through the air to pave the
path for Our Lady and the King.
Lest the readers be scandalized,
this was not liturgical dance--just a very
zealous flower girl.

A fifteen-decade Rosary

One valiant altar boy, Thomas Bornhop, supported the statue of Our Lady, keeping her steady and safe
for all fifteen decades!
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The procession augmented with more Catholics at the statue for
a fifteen-decade Rosary, followed by a delicious feast thanks to
the generosity of an anonymous donor. One participant in the
day said that it was “one unending fête.” Truly, as Josef Pieper
says, leisure is the basis of culture. Another observing the day’s
events, declared he had difficulty thinking of any non-monastic
celebration of a patronal feast that was so complete.
The people of St. Louis continue to beseech their patron’s intercession and are planning an even larger celebration next year.
You are invited!
Footage of full procession and Rosary https://twitter.com/StVitus7/status/1298380413656653825
* Our particular thanks to Dr. Cecilia Gaposchkin of Dartmouth for the use of the transcriptions and translations
in Blessed Louis: the Most Glorious of Kings, and to Henri Adam de Villiers of
Schola Sainte-Cecile in Paris for the transcription of the Sequence of the Mass.
Photo Credit: Heartfelt thanks to Kiera Petrick for her stunning work as the
official photographer of the Oratory of Ss. Gregory and Augustine.
Video Credit: Heartfelt thanks to Alex Davidson who walked backwards for
most of the procession and spent endless hours and effort into procuring and
editing marvelous footage!

No fewer than 400 roses yielded their petals
for the procession. Because if a thing’s worth
doing, it’s worth doing extravagantly!
https://onepeterfive.com/worth-doingextravagantly/

CREDO Celebrates its 25th Year

Serving the St. Louis Archdiocese and Beyond !
Donations are graciously accepted online or to our address listed!
(Continued from on page 5)
Catholic politicians who support abortion – the killing of an innocent child in the womb. Abortion is a far greater
offense against God than adultery, about which St. John the Baptist had warned. And yet, Archbishop Carlson flat
out refused to condemn public officials who supported abortion and had even asserted that it was appropriate for
Catholics to vote for such politicians.
What do bishops have to fear for instructing their flocks that it would be a serious sin for them to support a political candidate who publicly promotes abortion? They certainly would not risk martyrdom as did St. John the
Baptist. It appears that they are more concerned about worldly acceptance and secular accolades than they are in
following the Gospel of Jesus Christ. One wonders if their consciences were tweaked, in the least, when they read
the Gospel on the martyrdom of St. John the Baptist this past Saturday.
We encourage you to say a prayer to St. John the Baptist requesting that all bishops in this country, especially our
new Archbishop, Mitchell Rozanski, may find the courage to be faithful to the Gospel.
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CREDO

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

of the Catholic Laity
25 Williamsburg Rd. 
St. Louis, MO 63141

CREDO Celebrates 25 years serving the
St. Louis Archdiocese and Beyond!
Watch our website for upcoming events.
Renew your membership or gift us online
to stay in the loop.
CREDOstLouis.org | CREDOstLouis@gmail.com

